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Grand Stands



the 5/95 percentile

/fīv naɪntiˈ fīv/   •   noun
A range of human dimensions that
accommodates 90% of the population.

The standard desk height is just too TALL for

most individuals.

It’s the sit and the stand.

The majority of the workday is spent sitting.

The 5/95% industry standard requires desk 

heights to start at 22.5” in order to help achieve 

optimal efficiency in the workplace.



SHROUD . . .

PROGRAMMABLE
HEIGHT RANGE

NO CROSSBAR

-Stable construction
-Made in the US
-Custom designs, colors and sizes

ERGONOMIC
KEYBOARD SYSTEMS . . .

-Lift&Lock Arms
-Sit-Stand Arms
-Proprietary Platforms

MONITOR ARMS . . .

-Grommet, Clamp, Direct Mount Options
-Ace 15
-Ace 20 Heavy Duty
-Ace 20 Heavy Duty Dual Bar (shown below)
  and more!

PROGRAMMABLE SWITCHES . . .

-UP/Down Standard
-Memory Controller Switch
-Bluetooth® Controller Switch

For a full list of products, pricing and options, please visit www.grandstands.com

DISCRETE CABLE MANAGEMENT

HIDDEN BRACKETS



Your ideas...

Our designs...

Our combined experience in product design, engineering and
manufacturing allows us to deliver quick turnaround
custom solutions.

IT’S POSSIBLE.



Grand Stands is an innovative designer and American manufacturer since 1991 of the 
finest ergonomic workstation solutions such as monitor arms, wall mounts and 
standing desk bases that improve your health, productivity and the overall comfort of 
your work experience.

As a Certified Woman Owned Business, we service office, government, education, 
industrial, home, healthcare and custom ergonomic solutions.

The Grand Stands engineering department and design studio, based in Monrovia, 
California, abides by the philosophy that responsible manufacturing and innovative 
design achieve a higher quality product with less of an impact on the environment.

Raising the bar since 1991

Retrofitting desks to be sit-stands
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Grand Stands is a leader in workplace accommodations and return to work solutions. Our mission is to make the furniture fit the 
worker, not the other way around. Retrofitting existing workstations with height adjustable bases is a valuable tool. We are able to 
retrofit most furniture and use the existing work surfaces. By providing our ergonomic team with pictures and dimensions, we can 
easily determine the scope of work and cost associated.

We help our clients save time and money, reduce workers comp claims and make the workspace more comfortable and productive 
for their employees. Grand Stands can handle any size retrofit from an individual desk to hundreds of desks with height adjustable 
capabilities.



www.grandstands.com
Grand Stands


